ADRV Vigilant!
(Anti - Doping Rule Violation)
ADRV

Presence (1)
An athlete has a banned / prohibited
substance or has used a prohibited
method
resulting in a positive test (urine / blood)
= Up to 4 yr ban (athletes)
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Use or attempted use (2)
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Refusal or failure (3)
Athletes who refuse or fail to
provide a sample when requested,
and cannot provide a compelling
justification = Up to 4 yr ban
(athletes)

An athlete has used, or attempted to
use a prohibited substance or
method, irrespective of whether
there is a positive test. Tools such as
Athlete Biological Passports (ABP)
can be used to track and provide
evidence of attempted use! = Up to 4
yr ban (athletes)
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Whereabouts (4)
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Athletes who are in registered
testing pool (RTP) and have a
combination up to 3 filing failures
and / or missed tests in a 12 month
period = Up to 2 yr ban (athletes)

Tampering & Attempted (5)
Athletes or ASP who tamper, intend
to corrupt the doping control
process , falsify information or tip off
an athlete that a testing team is
enroute
= Up to 4 yr ban
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Possession (6)
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Athletes or ASP who are in
possession of a prohibited /
banned substance or method, inc
where packages are intercepted
enroute to you
= Up to 4 yr ban
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Trafficking / Supplying (7)
An athlete or ASP supplies or
purchases a banned / prohibited
substance method with an intent to
supply an athlete
= Up to 4 yr - lifetime ban
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Administering / Attempted (8
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Complicity (9)
Athletes or ASP who assist,
encourage, aid, conspire or cover up
any intentional deceit with regards
to a prohibited substance, method
or any ADRV = 2 yr - lifetime ban

An athlete or ASP gives / provides o
encourages an athlete to use a
prohibited substance or method
= Up to 4 yr - lifetime ban
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Prohibited Association (10)
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An athletes who associates in a
professional capacity with an ASP
who is serving a ban / found guilty
of a criminal or disciplinary offence
equivalent to a ADRV = Up to 2 yr
ban *
* Aggravated circumstance can
see + 2 yrs added

Intimidation / Retaliation (11)
Athletes or ASP who threaten or seek
to intimidate another or seek to
discourage them from sharing
information about doping (prevention of whistleblowing)
= 2 yr - lifetime ban
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